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EVERY HOLOMORPHIC SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLD ADMITS A KÄHLER METRIC

ANDREY N. TODOROV

#O.INTRODUCTION.

It is weB known that the class of Kähler manifolds form a very important dass of complex

manifolds. In dimension two eombi~ing the results of Myaoka, Harvey and Lawson, [15] and

[16] one ean eonclude that every it~'c dimensional eomplex manifold with even first Betti ' H

number ia a Kähler surface. KODAIRA eonjeetured this. In higher dimension it is no longer

true that if a manifold has an even first BETTI number then the manifold haa a Kähler

metric. Hence it ia important to give some simple eonditions in higher dimensions that will

imply the Kählcrian property of the given manifold. 'In this paper we give such a eondition.

It is weIl known that every K3 surface admita a Kähler metrie (See [15] and [16]). A

natural generalization in higher dimension of K3 Burfaces are the so ealled Hyper-Kählcrian

manifolds. The first examples of eompact Hypcr-Kählerian manifolds were constructed by

Fujiki and later his construction was generalized by Beauville. (See [02]). In [02] Beauville

gave seeond eonstruetion of Hyper-Kählerian manifolds, different from the first whieh

generalizes Fujiki's example.

The aim of this article is to generalize the statement that every K3 surface is Kähler onc.

More precisely the following theorem is proven:

THEOREM. Every holomorphic sympleetic manifold admits a Kähler metric.

The definition of a holomorphic aymplectic manifold ia the following one:

DEFINITION.

Suppose that X ia a compaet eomplex manifold such that:

1) There exists a closed holomorphic two form Wx (2,0) such that at each point

xEX, wX(2,0) is a non-degenerate skew symmetrie matrix, Le. everywhere wX (2,O) has a

maximal rank equal to 2n=dimCX.

2) dimCH2(X,OX)=1

3) dimCX~4

then X will be called a holomorphic symplectic manifold. If X has a KÄHLER METRIC we

will called it HYPER-KÄHLERIAN.

Remark. From Condition 2 it follows that up to a constant we have a unique dose

holomorphic two form on X.

The proof of the Theorem follows the lines [15] and [16]. The main points of the proof are:
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a) On holomorphic symplectic manifold there exists areal elosed two form

w=w2 ,0+w1•
1+~

20 10 11where w • =8a' and w' is a positive definite Hermitian form at eaeh point. The

construction of w is done hy eheeking the conditions of Theorem 38 in the heautifull paper by

R. Harvey and B. LaWBOn. (See [10]).

b) Modifieation of arguments of Bogomolov proves that there exits a non-singular Kuranishi

family $-U of aympleetoe manifolds such that dimeU=dome H 2(X,C)-2.

c) We prove that "smaIl" deformations of Hyper-Kählerian manifold X are also Hyper

Kählerian manifolds.

d) Next we show an anologue to eriterium of Moishezon-Nakai whieh establishes which Hyper

Kählerian manifold X to be an algebraic Olle. From tbis result and the loeal ToreIli Theorem

we deduee that in U there exists an open and evcrywhere dense subset W such that eaeh point

TEU corresponds to an algebraie Hyper-Kähler manifold.

e) Using Yau's solution of Calabi conjccture the so ealled isometrie deformations are

eonstrueted. (See [16].) The Harvey-Lawson metrie w defines a disk D in U. So there ia a

family $-D eontaining X. Moreover it may be supposed that in D there is an everywhere

dense subset WnD eorresponding to the algebraie Ilyper-Kählerian manifolds. Using the

isometrie dcformations a new family $'-D is eonstrueted such that aU its fihres are Hyper

Kählcr manifolds. Moreover tbose two families are isomorphie over an open and everywhere

dense Bubset in D. From Bishop's criterium we conelude that thc two fa.milies are isomorphie.
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#1. CONSTRUCTION OF A HARVEY-LAWSON METRIC.

THEOREM.

Let X be a holomorphic symplectic manifold, then X admits areal closed

two form
2,0+ 1,1+ 0,2w=w w w

such that

)
2,0 a 1,0 0,2 ::-roa 1,

a w = a ,W = a

b) w
1

,1 is positive definite at each point xEX.

PROOF:

The proof is based on the following Theorem of Harvcy and Lawson:

THEOREM. (See [10].) Suppose that X is a compact complex manifold, then X admits areal

closed two form

2,0+ 1,1+ 0,2w=w w w

such that

) 2,0 8 1,0 0,2 a:lP
a w = a ,w = a

b) w
1

,1 is positive definite at each point xEX if and only if X does not support a non-trivial, d

closed positive current ~hich is the bidimension (1,1) component of a boundary.

We need to check that if X is a holomorphic symplectic manifold then X satisfies the

conditions of the Theorem of R. Harvcy and B. Lawson Jr.

Let

be an exact real (1,1) positive current on X; Since on X we have a closed holomorphic form

wX(2,0) which ia non-degenerate at each point xEX we get immediately from f.l an exact (20

1,2n-1) current 1] in the following way:
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REMARK. From now on ..L will denote contruction of tensors, i.e. ~ ..Ldzi=8jj

Definition of wX(2,O). (jz:

Since wX(2,O) is a TIon-degenerate closed holomorphic form, the arguments of Darboux

Lemma can be repeated(See [01].) to get a local coordinate system (zl ,... ,z" ,... ,z2n) such that

locally

then

n . '+Wx (2,0)=L dzl Adz
l

TI
i=l

TI
wX(2,O):=E JL.A~+

• {)Zl {) I 01=1 z

Let 7J=dj*, then clearly

a=TJ.l (A n(Wx (2,0)) A( An(Wx (0,2))=

d(j* .l(A n(wX(2,0))A(A D(WX (O,2))))=dj

where 0' is areal two form of type (1,1) with distribution cocfficients and j is also areal one

form. We can write j=ß+ß where ß is a (l,O)-form on X. Since 0' is of type (1,1) it follows

that

a=8ß+8ß aod 813=0
So from 871=0 it follows that

ßEH1(X,OX)

Proposition 1. If X is a holomorphic symplectic manifold, then

H 1(X,OX)=O

if dimCX~4.

Proof: Case 1.

Let H 1(X,OX)=Ca, where 0' ia a form of type (0,1) and 8a=0. Consider the map:

1/J: a--+ Cl' A(A n-1 wX (2,0)A (A n wX (2,0))

Since Wx (2,0) is a Don degenerate holomorphic two form it follows that 1/J gives an

isomorphism between
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H1(X,OX) and H 2n-1(X,02n)

From Serre's duality we know that the pairing H 1(X,OX) x H2n-1(X,02n)_C, given by

(o:,ß)-+Jcrl\ß

x
is non-degenerate. On the other hand 0' generates H 1(X,OX) and

H2n-1(X,02n )=CO' 1\( 1\ n-l wX (2,0) 1\( 1\ n wX (2,0»)

Since

0'.1\0' 1\( 1\ n-l wX (2,0) 1\( 1\ n wX (2,0» )=0

we get a contradiction with Serre's duality. Hence if X is a symplectic holomorphic manifold

we have two possibilities in case of dimCX;?::4j either H 1(X,OX)=0 or dimCHl(X,OX);?::2.

Case 2.

Sublemma. Suppose X is a holomorphic symplectic manifold and dimCX;?::4. Let

0', ßEU 1(X,OX)

then

0: 1\ ß=8jj

where jj ia a (0,1) form.

Proof: Clearly

0:I\ßE1I 2 (X,OX)

Since

it follows that

0: I\ß=cwX (2,0) +8 jj

It is necessary to prove that c=O. Clearly we have

O'I\ß 1\0'I\ß=0=c2 1\2 wX(2,0) +c8 jjl\wx(2,0)+8 J1.1\8 J1.

From dimCX;:::4 it follows that

Jo:l\ß l\o:l\ßI\(1\ n-2 wX (2,O)I\(1\ n wX (2,0»=

X
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c2J(A n wX (2,0))I\(A nWX (2,0))+cJa J.lA(A n-lwx (2,0))A( Anwx (2,O»)+

x x
Ja !JAß !JA(A n-2 wX (2,0))A(A n WX (2,0»=0.

X

From

d(pAß!JA( An-2 wX (2,0)) A( An wX (2,0))

and Stokes' Theorem we get that

J"8 pA(A n-l wX (2,0»A(A n wX (2,0)=0

X

Ja !JI\ß pl\( 1\ n-2 wX (2,0)) A(1\ n wX (2,0»=0

X

Hence c2J(l\llwX(2,0))1\(l\n wX (2,0))=0

X

Since Wx (2,0) is a non-degellerate form it follows that

J(A n wX (2,0)) 1\( 1\ llWX (2,0» >0

ThuB X

c2J(1\ llWX (2,0» 1\( 1\ n Wx (2,0»=0 => c=O

X Q.E.D.

Recall that every element of H2n-l(X,n2n) can be expressed as

ßA« 1\ n-l wX (2,0» A( 1\ nwX (2,0»

where ßEH1(X,OX)'

By Serre's duality the pairing

(o:,ß A« 1\ n-l wX (2,0» 1\ (1\ nWx (2,0))=Ja I\ß 1\« An-l wX (2,0» 1\ (1\ TI Wx (2,0»

X

is a non-degenerate bilinear map. Since o:Aß=8 J.l it follows that
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O'/\ß /\( (/\ n-1 wX (2,0)) /\( /\ ß wX (2,0))=

d(I'/\( (/\ n-1 Wx (2,0)) 1\( /\ nWx (2,0))

Stokes' Theorem yields

f 0' /\ß /\(( /\ n-l wX (2,0)) /\( /\ n wX (2,0))=

X

Jd(JJ/\ (( /\ n-l wX (2,0))/\ (/\ n Wx (2,0))=0

X

which contradicts Serre's duality. This proves that H1(X,OX)=0.

. Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. Suppose that TJ is a positive (1,1) curren~ and 1]=dj*, then 1]=0.

Proof:

Let fJ=dj*, then we have

O'=fJ.L( 1\ n(Wx (2,0)) 1\( 1\ n(Wx (0,2))=

dU* .L (1\ n (wX (2,0)) /\ (/\ n (wX (0,2))) )=dj

where 0' is areal two form of type (1,1) with distribution coefficients and j is also areal one

form. We can write j=ß+ß where ß is a (I,O)-form on X. Since 0' is of type (1,1) it follows

that

0'=8 ß+8ß and 8ß=0

Hence 8ß=0 yields

ßEH 1(X,OX)=0=?ß=8u

where u is a (0,0) current on X. Hence

0'=N88r, where r=0(u-u)

The positivity of the (1,1) current on X implies that r is a plurisubharmonic Hence

0'=8'8const=O and fJ=O.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.

Let fJ be a positive closed (1,1) current and 7]=(da )(I,I)(Le. fJ is a (1,1) component of a

boundary), then 7]=0.

Proof: The existence of the closed holomorphic two form wX(2,0) which is a non-degenerate

form on X shows fJ can be cODsidered as a form of type (1,1) on X. Since d1]=O and

-8 1,0 8 0,1 8-8 -1,0 -88 1,0 ° d h I' -8 ..1]= 0' + 0' =? 0' =- 0' = an t e regu anty of the operator Imphes that

80'1.0 is a holomorphic form on X. It ia easy to see that 80'1,0 =0, indeed suppose that
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10an ' =1-0 then

J80'1,0 1\ 80'1,0 1\( 1\n-l(Wx (2,0)) A( An-l(Wx (0,2)) >0

X

On the other hand we have

d(0'1.0 A8a1 ,0 A( An-l(Wx (2,0)) 1\( 1\ n-l(Wx (0,2))=

80'1,0 1\80'1,0 1\( An-l(Wx (2,0)) A( An-l(Wx (0,2))

From Stokes' Theorem it follows that

0< Ja",l,O Aa",l,O A(A n-1(WX(2,0»A(An-1(WX(0,2»=

X

Jd(a1,0 1\80'1,0 A(A n-1(WX(2,0))I\(l\n-l(wX(0,2))=0

X

This contradicts 80':#:0. Therefore 80'=0.

Q.E.D.

Since 80'1,°=0, hence f}=dO'. From Proposition 3 it follows that f}=0. So the conditions

of The THEOREM of Harvey and Lawson are fulfilled for holomorphic sympleetic manifolds.

Q.E.D.
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#2. HODGE THEORY OF WEG T TWO.

LEMMA 2.1.

Let [4>] be a non-zero element ofH 2 (X,R), then [4>]=cwX(2,0)+4>1,1 +cwX(2,0), where 4> is a

real closed form of type (1,1).

PROOF: From de Rbarn's Thco em it follwos that [4>] can be realized as areal closed two

form 4>. (See [09].) Let

(2.1.1.)

From d4>=O we get:

(2.1.2.)

Prorn<; 1.2) it hl]ow hat 1 .öJ1 ,zEH (X,OX)' From he condition wex 0 2

yields

(2.1.3.) 4> 2,0=cwX(2,0)+8a 1,0

-20 11 .
Hence 84> I +84> ' =0 gtves

(2.1.4.)

Combining (2.1.1.) and (2.1.3.) yields

(2.1.5.) ()
10 11-ll)

4>=cwX 2,0 +8a ' +w ' +8 a I +cwX (2,0)

Now (2.1.4.) and (2.1.5.) imply

(2.1.6.)

where
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1,1 ...r. 1,1 -8 1,0 a1J)
W =v-' - 0' - 0'

and hence d(w 1,1)=0. See 2.1.4. Lemma 2.1.1. follows immcdiately from 2.1.6..

Q.E.D.
2 1 1 1,1

Cor.2.1.1. If [w]EH (X,R)0C, then [w]=awX(2,0)+w' +bwX(2,O), where dw =0 and

a&bEC.

Next we show that H~(nl):r!:o,where

Lemma 2.2.

Let w be the closed 2-form cODstructed in THEOREM 1, then

8) w defines a non-zero dass in H2 (X,R).

b) there exists areal closed (1,1) form e such that [0]=[w] in H2 (X,R).

Proof:

Condition a) follows directly from the following proposition and Stokes' Theorem.

Proposition 2.2.1.

Jw2n >0, where w2n =A2D(W) and 2n=dim CX=2n.

X

Proof:
20 11 02 20 1,1 02

We nced to compute w(\ ... Aw=(w ' +w ' +w ' )1\ ... I\(w '+w +w')=

2nE Ck(w
2

,O)k l\(wo,2)k A(w 1
,1)2n-k and ck is a positive number.

~Rm the following Lemma:

LEMMA. If 7] is a primitive form of type (p,q), then

G" p-q (p+q)(p+q+l)
(~-1) (-1) 2 L2n-p-q

*7] (2n-p-q)

where * is the Hodge star operator and L=Im(g -ß) and (g -ß) is a Hermitian metric on X.
0', 0',
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(For a proof see [05).)

This Lemma yields

*(w2,0)k=(w l ,l)2n-2k A(w2 ,0)2k

where * is the Hodge operator with respect to the metric defined by w
l
,l on X. Applying the

formula above we get:

Jw2n = t ck II(w
2
,0)k 11 2+vol(X), where ck >0

X k=l

where the norm is taken with respect to the Harvey-Lawson metric w1
,l,

Q.E.D.

Proof of a:

Suppose tbat w=d7], then by Stokes' Theorem gives

0=Jd(7]A(w)2n-l)=Jw2n >O

X X

Therefore we get a contrudiction that proves part a) of the Lemma.

Q.E.D.

Proof of b:

Let 8=w-80'1,0 _80'°,1. Recall that w=8a l ,0 +w l ,l+80'0,1 and dw=O. Hcnce

and

e 1,1 -8 1,0 8 1,0 1.1 -8 0,1 a 0,1 d( 1,0+ 0.1)-w=w - er - 0' -w - a - 0' =- er 0'

Q.E.D.

Cor.2.2.3. Let w be the form constructcd in THEOREM 1. let 8 be the closed (1,1) form that

represents the non-zero class [w] EH 2 (X,R) and CCX be an irreducible complex subspace in X.

Then if dimCC=r we have

Jek>o and C is a non-zero element in H2k (X,Z)

C

page!l
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Proofj From chapter 1 [09] we know that

Jek
= J ek

C C-singC

Hence C can be taken as a non-singular submanifold in X. Repeating the calculations anel

arguments in (2.2.1.) we get that
k-1

wk IC=(w
2

•
O)k IC+(wO.

2 )k IC+.L ci (w
2,o)i 1\ *(w

2 ,o)k +vol(C)
1=1

• 2 ° k ( °2)kSmce (w · ) IC=O and w 1 IC=O we get that

Jq,k=t lI(w2 ,o)i 11 2+vol(C»O
C i=l

Since ~=e+d(al,o+aO,l) we get that

ItP
k =Ie

k

C C

Stokes' theorem yields for C=8B

JtP k =Jd(tPk)=O

C B

Which contradicts J<Jlk >0

C Q.E.D.

Remark 2.2.4.

From (2.2.3.) it follows that the cohomology class of 8EH 1,l(X,R) behaves like the imaginary

part of a Kähler metric.
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#3. LOCAL DEFORMATION THEORY OF HOLOMORPHIC SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS

First we will make some remarks.

Remark 1. The closed holomorphic non-degenerate two form wX(2,0) induces an isomorphism:

iwX (2,0):6X _0
1

where i
wX

(2,0)( a )=a 1.. Wx (2,0).

Remark 2.

We know from Kodaira-Spencer-Kuranishi theory that "smalI" deformations of the complex

structure on X are determined by:

tPt = L:# (t )dZ
j
0 ~ Er(X,e 0 nO, 1).

J 8z1

Using the isomorphism i
WX

(2,0) we get that:

iwX(2,0)tPt=~tEf(X,nl,000°,1)

Remark 3.

Let q;= L:<tJ..crz-i0~ and t/J=L:~dZj0~ are elements of r(X,e0nO,I), then we can
J ßZI J 8z1

The operator i
wX

(2,0) transforms the braket operation [ , ] inta a braket operation

[ , ] on r(X,n1.o 000,l), Le. we have:

[ , ]: f(X,n 1,0 000,I)xf(X,n1,0 0nO,I)_f(X,n 1,0 00°,2)

Remark 4.

Suppose that W1 and w2 E r(X,n1,0 00°,1) and either 8Wl =ow2=0 or dWl =dw2=0, then it is to

easy to see that 8[wl,W2]=0 or d[Wl,W2l=0. (See [04].)

Remark 5.

We knaw from Kodaira-Spencer-Kuranishi deformation theory that first order deformations of

a complex structure X are contained in H1(X,e) and if X is a symplectic holomorphic manifold

we know that iWX(2,O):Hl(X,eX)"=';'Hl(x,01).
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Definition. Let H~(X,nl)={[w]Dol En1 (X,nl )1[w]Dol contains a closed representative, where

(w)DoI denotes the Dolbault dass}.

Let H~(X,e)= iWx(2,O)-1(H~(X,nl)).

Remark 6.

We should mention that H~(X,nl) in the case when X is a holomorphic symplectic manifold

ean be realized as a subspace of H2 (X,C) however more it is not at all dificult to see that we

ean identify H~(X,nl) with H~(nl). From Lemma 2.1. it follows that that

dimCH~(X,OI )=dimCH~(X,6)=b2-2, where b2=dimC H 2(X,C).

THEOREM 3.1.(Bogomolov)

There are DO obstructions for one parameter deformations of complex structures on X that

correspond to the elements of Ha (X,e)=H~(X,n l ).

Proof of 3.1.:

From Kodaira-Spencer-Kuranishi THEORY it follows that if for each <PI EHa(X,G) we ean find

apower series:

such that

(3.1.1.) 8 <p(t)=~ [<p( t) ,<p( t )]

then our LEMMA will be proved. This is so beeause KURANISHI proved that if (3.1.1.) is

fulfilled, then we ean find a convergent power series
- - - 2 - n
~=~lt+<P2t +..+<Pnt + ..

such that

a) [~l]=[~]EHa(X,e)

b) ~l is a harmonie representative of the dass [t/l] with respeet to same IIermitian mctrie on X.

c) 8~(t)=~[~(t),~(t)].(See [11].)

PROPOSITION 3.1.2.

If Wl and w2 EHJ(X,n l ), then [W1,W2] is the zero eohomology dass in H~(X,Ol), where

H~(X,nl)={[w]EH3(X,C)1 [w]:;fO and [w] ean be represented by dc Rham theorem by a form

of type (2,l)}

Proof:

Let Wl and w2 E HJ (X,Ol). From the Definiton of HJ (X,Ol) it follow8 that dWI =dw2=O and

remark 4 yields d[wl,w2]=O. From here we get that

(3.1.2.1.) [w 1 ,w 2 ]EHa (X,O1)
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If we prove that for any three dimensional cycle ,e H3(X,Z)

J[Wl,W2}=O

then we will have '

[wl,w2}=O in H~(X,nl)CH3(X,C)

REMARK. We will prove that if (,}EU 3 (X, Z), then b} can be realized aB a three dimensional

oriented manifold ,cX Buch that H1{ "R)=H2( 'Y,R)=H 1(X,R)=O. (See [04}.)

Proof of the remark:

From a THEOREM of R. THOM (See [2l} THEOREM II.27) it follows that we can realize

eacb cycle [,}EH 3 (X,Z) by a three dimensional real manifolds ,'CX. This follows from the fact

that

dim R[,}=3 < ~dimRX~8

We will prove that after some surgary we can assurne that H1(,' ,R)=O since H 1(X,R)=O.

Indeed let ßeker(i*), where

0-ker(i*) -1r1 (,') -7T1(X).

Then ß can be realized aB SlxD 2 in I"~ (See Prop. IV.lA. in the book [22})). Let us do now

surgery, Le. replace SlxD 2 by D2xS l in ,'. We will obtaiIl a new manifold ," imbedded in X. If

Oi=[ß}eH1(,',R) then dimRHl(,",R)<dimR(,',R). acording to Proposition IV.2.5. in [22}

Now if we continue thia process we will get that the three dimensional cycle h'} can be realized

as an imbedded three dimensional manifold ,cX such that BI (, ,R)=H I(X,R)=O and

H 2( "R)=O by Poinal.fe duality.

Bogomolov proved the following fact:

Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3.1.2.2.{See (04}.)

For each cycle ['i}EH 3 (X,R) we caß find a nonsingular three dimensional compact manifold 'i'

realizing ('i] and 'Yi fulfills the following conditions:

a) 'Yin'j=0 b) H1('j,Z)=H2{'j,Z) and c) For each 'j there exists a small neighborhood U('i)'

where U( 'j) ia aSTEIN manifold and H2{U( 'i),R)=O.

Let U('i) be a small Stein manifold of 'i constructed by (3.1.2.2.). Let wl and w2eH~(X,nl),

then since dwl=dw2=O it follows that wIIU('I) and w2I U('I) are zero elements in

H2(U( 'i),R), since }l2(U('i),R)=O. We need the following sublemma, which is proved in [04]:

page15
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Q.E.D.

Sublemma 3.1.2.3.

Let U be aSTEIN manifold. Let w be a (p,q) for-rp (p,q>l) such that dw=O and [w]=O in

HP+q(U). Then w=884> for some form 4>.
. - 1 - 2 .

From (3.1.2.3.) It follows that wII Uer. )=88 4>i and w21 U( i' )=88 4>i . We can contlllue

4>?- and 4>~ aB C OO forms to ~?- and ~~ on X. lLet I
1 1 I I

1 --1 2 --2
wl =WI -88 4>i and w1 =wI - 88 4>i

then clearly we have

a) wIIU(ii)=w~IU(ii)=Ob) [Wi]=(WI] and [w~]=[wd and c) [wi,w~]=o on U(ri)

From c) we get that J[wi,w~]=o and this proves 3.2.1..

i

Proposition 3.1.1.

Let X be a symplectic holomorphic manifold. Let U be aSTEIN submanifold in X and let w be

a d~closed from of type (1,2), (w]=O in H3 (X,C) with wIU==O. Then there exists a form 4> such

that a) 84>=0 b) 84>=w c) 4>l u=O

Proof:

Since w is such that [w]=O in H3 (X,C) and w is of type (1,2) we get that

-d 0,2+dßl,1 h -{) O,2_8ßl,1_Ow- 0' , W ere 0' - -

So we have 0'0,2 EH:'l(X,OX)=CwX(O,2). If 0'0,2 #0 in H:'l(X,OX)' then wx(O,2)=aO,2 +8 JjO,l

Since dwX (0,2)=0 we get

8aO,2 =8 8Jjo, 1

and therefore

w=daO,2 +dß1,1=88Jjo,I_8 ß 1,1=8 (8JjO,1_ ßl,l)

Condition c) follows immediately from the fact that wIU=O, therefore tPlu=O.

If aO,2 is zero in H2(X,OX)' then 0'0,2 =8p.0,l. Hence we get that
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Let fjJ=ß 1,1_8ßo,1. Clearly 8fjJ=8ß1,l_88j.l°,1=O and 8fjJ=w. Therefore condition s),b) and c)

are fulfilled.

Q.E.D.

Tbe end of tbe proof of THEOREM 3.1.

Suppose that WIEH~(X,nl) and w1Iu('y.)=O. We have proved that [w 1 ,Wl]=O in
1

Ha(X,Ol)CH3(X,C), Le.

(3.1.4.) [wl,wd=8w2' wbere 8W2=O and W 2I U(")'.)=O
1

This follows directly from (3.1.2.) and (3.1.3.). From (3.1.4.), (3.1.2.) and (3.1.3.) it follows

that [Wl,W2]=8w3' where 8w3=O and W3I U(")'. )=0. Since
1

8w1= 8W2=O=>8[Wl 'W2]=O.

On the other hand we have automatically tbat 8[Wl,W2]=0. This is tbe Jacobi identity.

By induction we can form the power series W(t)=Wlt+W2t2+ ...+wntn+.. such that 1)

8w(t)=O, 2) 8w(t)=~[w(t),w(t)] and 3) wiIU('Y.)=O. Notice that condition 2) is equivelent to
I

n-I
8wn=~~ [w.,w .] and 8wn=O

~L...J 1 n-I
i=l

Using (3.1.2.), (3.1.3.),

n-I
8 (~.E [wi ,wn_i] )=O(Jacobi identity)

1-1
and tbe induction hypotheSls (*) can be solved step by step. Hence aB obstructions vanish.

THEOREM 3.1. is proved. Q.E.D.

Cor.3.I.A.

From KURANISHI existence THEOREM we can conclude that there exixts a semi-universal

family of complex analytic manifolds 1r:$-+U, where

1) U is a non-singular manifold with dime U=dimC Hd (X,n1).

2) The tangent space To,U=HJ(X,n1).

3) X....S;

! !
oE U
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REMARK 1.

We will denote the KURANISHI family of hyper-Kählerian manifolds by 71":$- U.

REMARK2.

We may suppose that U is aStein manifold. For each pEZ alld each coherent sheaf!IJ on $

Grauert's "direct image theorem" yields HP ($,GJ) :=::: HO(U ,RP 71" *GJ). Hence HP ($/-1) is a

finitely generated r(U,OU) module. See [08].

THEOREM 3.2.

Every fibre Xt =1l"-l(t) is a holomorphic symplectic manifold in the KURANISHI family

71":$- U defined in Cor. 3.1.A..

Proof:

Let D={tECI ltl<l} be any disk eontaining oEU. Theorem 3.2. will follow if it can be

proved for tbc restriction of 11":$- U to the family 1l":$D - D

Denote by 1l":$n -D by 1l":$-D. From now on we will consider the family 1I":$-D, where

1r-1(o)=Xo is a holomorphie symplectic manifold

Thc following notation will be used:

DEFINITION 3.2.1. Denote by n§;/D:=n§;/1r*nb, then by definition 1\kn$/D:=n~ /D
DEFINITION 3.2.2.

Let wk Er($,n~/D)' Define d /nwk Er($,n~~~) in the following way:

Let {CU.} be a covering of $, where CU= UxD and U be an open subset in Xo. Let
1

(zl ,..... ,z2n,t) be loeal coordinates in CU, then

k L: i1 i2 ik
W 101 = w,',',' dz Adz A"Adz

-u l' 2" '0' k

i1<i2 <..<ik
where wl I ia a complex analytie functi6n of (zl ,... ,z2n ,t), then define:

1'°'°' k

For the proof of THEOREM 3.2. we need to prove and rceall some auxilaury results:

LEMMA 3.2.3. r(n,On) is a ring of principal ideals.

PROOF: r(D,On) is a subring of C[[t]]. It is a weIl known fact that C[[t]] is a ring of principal

ideals.(See [23].) This implies the lemma.

Q.E.D.
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REMARK. We will use later the following THEOREM (See [23].): Let F be a finitely

genetated module over r(D,OD)' then F is isomorphic to a direet sum of a free module plus a

torsion module, Le. module isomorphie to ~C~tn/(t"I)
I

LEMMA 3.2.4.

HP($,1T*(OD)) is a torsion free finetely generated r(D,OD) module for p=2 and 3.

PROOF: The standart Leray spectral seqenee yields

(3.2.4.1.) HP($, lI"*(OD»~HO($,RP1I"*1I"*(OD))

Proving RPlI"*lI"*(OD) is a loeally free sheaf together with (3.2.4.1.) will give

(3.2.4.2.) HP($,1l"*(OD))~HO($,RP1l"*lI"*(O'D» is a free r(D,On) module.

In order to prove (3.2.4.2.) we need to prove that RP1T*1T*(OD)

is a free r(D,On) module. From the Cor. 2. p.50-51 proved in [14] it will be enouph to show

that the dimCHP(Xt ,lI"*(OD)lx ) does not depends on t, i.e. it is eonstant. This is so sinee
t

1r*(On)lx is jllst the eonstant sheaf C on X t and henee
t

(3.2.4.3.) HP(Xt ,1T*(On)lx )~HO(Xt,C)
t

since $~Xoxn. Henee HP($,1T*(OD))~HO(g;,RP1r*7T*(OD» is a free r(D,OD) modllle~

Q.E.D.

LEMMA 3.2.5.

a) H1Cffi,Og;) is a torsion free finetely generated rCD,On) module, for i=2 and 3.
L

b) H 2(ffi,d /DO'g;) is a free finetely generated r(D'O'n) module.

Proof oe a:

We need to use the following exact seqeunees in order to prove 3.2.5.a.

®t
0 ...... 0'g; / D ...... 0 g; / D ...... 0 Xo ...... 0
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If we prove that r1 and r1 are maps onto and because Hi(S;'0S;/D) i=2&3 are finitely

generated modules over r(D,OD) and the multiplication by t is injective it implies that

Hi(S;,Offi/D) i=2&3 are zero or finetely generated free modules over r(D,CJ n ). (This is proved

in Proposition 3 on p.22.) We already proved that H1(Xo ,CJXo )=0 hence we can conclude that

H2 ($,O$/D) ia either zero or a finitely generated free r(O,On) module. If we prove that the

rank of H2 (ffi,Os;/n) over r(D,OO) is ;:::1 and since ·we assumed that dimCH2(Xo,OXo)=1

we get automatically that r2 is a map onto. Hence Hi($,O$/D) i=2&3 are finitely generatecl

free modules over r(D,CJ n ). In order to finish the proof of LEMMA 3.2.5. we need to prove

that tbe rank of H2(ffi,Offi/n) ~ 1.

Proposition 1. The rank of H2(ffi,CJ$/n)~1.

PROOF OF Proposition 1.:

It is enouph to prove that for each tED dimCH2(Xt,Ot)~1. (See Cor. 2 p.50-51 in [14].) We

will prove this fact using Dalbault cohomology, i.e. that each dass in H2(Xt ,Ot) can be

represented by 7J closed (0,2) form on Xt .

Choose a ~oo trivialization of 1r:ffi--D, i.e. $R:lXoxD as eoo manifolds. Since wX
o

(2,0) is a

non-zero dass of cohomology in n2 (Xo ,C) we will get that for each tED

wX
o

(2,O)I
Xt

=wt =wt (2,0)+rt(1,1)+ TJ t(O,2). Since Wt ia a cl /0 closed form it follows that

8t wt(2,O)=O on Xt ' where d=c\+ä t on X t .

Hence ätwt(O,2)=O, where wt(O,2) is tbe complex conjugate of wt(2,0), l.e.

Next we will prove tbe following statement:

Proposition 2. For each tED, w t (O,2) ia a non-zero class in H2(Xt ,OX ).
t

Proof:

Suppose that wt(0,2) ia the zero dass in H2(Xt ,OX ), i.e. Wt(O,2)=ät~. Then we fillst get a
t
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eootradietion. Tbe eoot radietion will be 0 btained in t he following waYi Consider AIn W t (0,2).

Then we will prove that /\ IOwt (O,2) ia a non-zero Dalbault dass in H20 ($,O$/D)' We get a

eontradietioD. Henee we need to prove that:

Step 1. /\ D wt (0,2) ia a non-zero element of H2ll ($,Og;/D)'

Remark. wt (0,2) is defined on page 21.

Proof: Note that /\ n wt (O,2) Er($,n~n/D)' Reeall that it was shown that 8 /D( /\ n wt (O,2))=O.

Sinee /\ D wt (0,2) for t=o is an antiholamorphie 20 form wX
o

(0,20) on Xo whieh has 00 zeroes,

Le. we get that /\D wo (0,2)*O in H2ll (XO ,OX
o

)' From .

A n Wt (O,2)l
xo

=/\ llwo(0,2)i=O in H2n (Xo ,OX
o

)

and the exaet sequenee (*) it follows that /\ nwt (O,2) is a non-zero seetion of H 2n ($,O$/D)'

Q.E.D.

Step 2. H2n ($,Og;/D) ia a free r(D,OD) module of rank 1.

Proof:

sequenees:

0t
O-O$/D-O$/D-OXo-0

(*) O=H2n-l(Xo'OXo)-H2n($,O$/D)~H2n(g;,O$!D).1.H2n(Xo,OXo)-0

we get that n2n (ffi,offi/D) is a free r(D,OD) module sinee by Serrc's duality and the fact that

the eanoDieal bundle of Xo ia trivial implies that

aod therefore

aod

dime H2n (Xo 'OX
o

)=dime HO (Xo ,OX
o

)=1

(*) implies that H 2ll ($,Og;/D) is a free module,

since r(D,OD) ia a ring of principle ideals. Q.E.D.
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End of the proof of Proposition 2.

Suppose that wt (O,2)=8 t J.lt for each tED\{o} then it implies that

"n wt (O,2)=8 t(J.lt "e"n-l Wt eO,2)). So "n wt (O,2)=O in H2neg;'0'G;/D)' On the other hand we

have tbat r("n Wt (O,2»=wo(O,2n):;60 in H2n (Xo ,O'X
o

)' This contradicts Step 2. Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. yields that for each tED, H2(Xt ,('t) :;60, hence H2eg;,Og;) as finetely

generated module over principal ideal ring r(D'O'n)Ce~t] is a direct surn of a free module of

rank 1 and a torsion part. This follows from the structure theorem of finctcly generated

modules over principal ideal rings and the fact that dime H 2 (Xo ,Co ) =1. (See Lang

" Algebra" [23].)

Proposition 3. The torsion part of tbe finitely generated r(D,On) module H2e$,Cg;) ia zero.

The following exact sequences will be used:

(3.2.5.1.)

1 2 t 2 2 3 t 3(3.2.5.2.) .. -H (Xo,CXo)-H ($,Og;)-H ($,Og;)-H eXo,Co)-H ($,Og;)-H ($,Og;)

Since H1eXo,OXo)=0 ~e get that the map

j: H2eg;,0$)..!. H2 ($,0g;)

in (3.2.5.1.) ia an injection and moreover

j(w)=tw.

Hence multiplication by t is monomorphism. Since

n.
Tor H2(g;,0g;)~~C[t]/(t 1)

I

and the multiplication by t ia a monomorphism j

it follows that Tor n2($,O'g;)=0.
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End Gf tbc proof Gf LEMMA 3.2.5.a:

Hence we have proved that H2($,O$) is a free r(D, 0D) module of rank oue.

Claim: Either H3 ($,O$) is a free r(D, On) module or it is the zero module.

Proof GI tbe claim: From tbe exact sequence (3.2.5.2.). , the fact that the map in it

r2: H2(g;,O$) __ H2($,O$)

ia surjective implies that the map

which is a multiplication by t is injective. From the arguments of Proposition 3 the claim

folIows. LEMMA 3.2.5.a. is proved.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2.5.b.:

Recall the following exact sequences:

Q.E.D.

(3.2.5.b.1.)

... -- H2($,1T*(On» !!..H2(G;,Og;) -- H2($,d ID On) -- H3 ($,1T*(On» -- ...

Claim. The map J.l in (3.2.5.b.1.) is a surjective map.

ProoC of the claim:

From the standart resolutions of the sheaves 1l'*(OD) and 0$ we get that:

H
2($,,,*(Oo»:={wEr($,n~)ld/Ow=O}/dIO(r($,ni1

))

(3.2.5.b.2.)

2 {- } -( 0 1 )H ($,Og;):= w(O,2)18 w(O,2)=O /8 r($,Og; )

and the map J.l is given by the following formula:

(3.2.5.b.3.) J.l( w=w(2,O)+w( 1,1 )+w(O,2»=w(O,2)

Since n2 ($,Og;) is a free finetely generated module of rank 1 and the generator is defined as

follo\Vs:
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Choose a eoo trivialization of 7r:$ ...... D, Le. $~XoxD as eoo manifolds. Since

wX
o

(O,2):=wX
o

(2,0)

is a non-zero class of cohomology in H2 (Xe, C) we will get t hat for each tED

WXo (O,2)!X
t
=wt= TJt(2,0)+rt(l,l)+wt (O,2).

Since WXo (0,2) is a d closed form on $=XoxD it follows that wt (O,2) is a 7J closed form on $.

We already proved that wt(0,2) generatea the free module H 2 ($,Og;)' This implies that J.l is

a surjective map. The claim ia proved. Q.E.D.

End of the proof of 3.2.5.b.:

The surjectivity of the map J.l and the exact sequence (3.2.5.b.2.) imply that H2 ($,d /DO$) is

a submodule of a the free r(D,OD) module H 3 (9ö,1T*(OD» (See Lemma 3.2.4.) These fact

Q.E.D.

module since r(D,OD) is a ring of principal

The following equali holds for symplectic holomorphic manifolds:

(3.2.6.1.)

LEMMA 3.2.6.

holomorphic two form. Suppose ) is a holomorphic two form on Xo such that

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2.6.:

Jwo (3,O)"wo(3,0)Aw2n-3 =Jd :Ko(2,OjAWo(3,O)A(A2n-3wl,I»O

Xo Xo

yields that H 2 ($,d /DO$) ia a free reD,

ideala.(See [23].) So (3.2.5.b.) is proved.

It is sufficient to show that a symplectic h morphic manifold does not admit a non-closed

where W ia the form constructed in THEOREM 1, w=w2,O+w1,l +wO,2 and wl,l is positive

definite at each point of Xo' Since Stokes' TJeorem impliea

Jcl(1<0(2,0)/1 wo(3,0)/I( /l2n-3 w
1,1)=0

Xo

1
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; -::- -

A contradiction is reached and equality (?211.) is proved.

Q.E.D.

~

PROOF OF 3.2.7.: We have the following teact sequence

( ) 0 1 t 1 .i. 1
Al -+ 0g;/D -+rlg;/D ~ 0Xo -+0

)
0 1 t 0 1 .. 1 1 1 t 1( 1(A2 O-+H ($,Og;/D)- H ($, O$/D)-+ ,.. (Xo , 0Xo ) - H ($, ng;/D)- H $,rlg;/D)-"

Proposition 1. HO(Xo , n~o)=o.

Proof: '-.:

nondegenerate form on X o we get that:

....-

We need to prove that there are no holo&orphic one forms on Xo . Since H1CXo ,OX
o

)=O

there are no oue holomorphic forms that areklosed.

Suppose that a is a holomorphic one foan on Xo such that cla#O. Since wo(2,0) ia a

..
:r

J{)aAÖrx A( Wo(2,O»~(Wo(O,2»n>O,
Xo J

'-

-\

(*) 0 < J()aAlJ&A( Wo(2,O))ßA(Wo(O,~)ß= Jd(aAlJ&A( wo(2,O))ß A(wo(O,2))ß)=O

X o , '. X o,
f

Hence (*) implies that da=O and thus O'=O!
I
t

Q.E.D.

End of the pr«X>f oe LEMMA 3.2.7.:

The map, H1(g;, nk/D).1 n 1($, n~/d) in (A2) which is a multiplication by t has zero

kernal. From here it follows that H 1($, n~/D) is a torsion free finitely generatecl rCD,OD)

module. Thus Lemma 3.2.7. is proved.
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LEMMA 3.2.8.

Hl(g;,11~/D)/j(H1(g;,d /DOD) is a torsion free r(D,OD) sub-module in H1(g;, cl /D11ffi/D)'

where j is defined from the following exact sequences:

1 d/D 1
(**) O-d/DOn-r.!g;/D- d/DOg;/D- O

.. _H
1

(g;, cl/DOg;/D)lHICg;,O~/D).t:.Hl(g;, d/Drl~/D)-H2Cg;, cl /DOg;/D)-"

REMARK.

1 1 { 1 1 - }/ - 0 1H Cg;,rlg;/D):= WtCl,l) E rcg;,11ffi/D) 18 / D WtCl,l)=O 8/D crCffi,rlg;';n))

We have provecl that H1Cg;,11§;/D) is a finetely generatecl free rCD,OD) module. CThis is

LEMMA 3.2.7.)

Lemma. 3.2.8. follows directly from the following two propositions:

PROPOSITION 1.

Let WtCl,l)EHlcg;,n~/D)be a fixed nonzero dass and suppose that there does not exists two

form wtC2,O) such that cl /D WtC2,O)=d /DWtCl,l), then for each nEZ and n>O, there does not

exists a two form 1Pr(2,O) such that

Proof of Proposition 1.:

Suppose that for some n>O there exists 1Pr(2,O) such that

and wt(l,l) satisfies the conditions in the Proposition 1.

From Taylor expensions of wtCl,l)

CA)

and of 1Pr(2,O)
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(B)

ancl since cl /D ancl t D comute the following formulas are obtainecl::

(0) cl /D( tPO+ttP l + ..+tn-1V'n_l) = 0

(D) tDd /DWt(l,l)=d /D(t
n

1/Jn+tn+
1

V'n+l + .. )=tnd /n( tPn +tV'n+l + ..+t
k

1/Jn+k + ..)=

= tOd /D W t(2,O)

From (D) we get that

(E)

But (E) contradicts the asaumtion of Wt(l,l). Thus the PROPOSITION 1. is proved. Q.E.D.

Recall that:

PROPOSITION 2.

a) H1
($,d/DO$/D):={wt(2,O)+wt (1,1)ld/D(wt (2,0)+Wt (1,1) )=0}/d /D(r($,o~/D))' where

n~/D ia the sbeaf of Coo relative one-forma.

b) H
1
($, cl /D n~/D) :={ wt E r($,n~/D $ n~/D )1, cl /D Wt=O} / d/D(r(S;,n~/D))

c) tbe map p: H l($,n~/D) -+ H l($,d/Dn~/D) in th~ exact sequence (**) is just the map

d/D' Le. p(wt ) = cl /D(Wt).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.a:

PROPOSITION 2.a. follows directly from the following resolution of the holomorphic aheaf

1 0 d/D 2 0 . 1 1
d /DOg;/D: O--+d /DOg;/D --+0i/D --+ nffi/D+oi/D --+ Q.E.D.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.b. & 2.c:

It is verry easy to prove PropositioD b. and Proposition c. Just use the standart resolutions

1"\1 1
of the sheaves d /DOg;, Hg;/D and d /D O$/D' Q.E.D.

COR.a. The map j in the formulation of LEMMA 3.8. is clefined as folIows:
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End of the proof of LEMMA 3.2.8.:

Lemma 3.2.8. follows directly from PROPOSITION 1, PROPOSITION 2.c. and the definition

of a torsion element of the submodule p(Hl(g;,O~/D)/j(Hl(g;,d/DOg;) in n 1(g;,d/Dn~/D)

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.2. is a consequence of the following lemma:

MAIN LEMMA 3.2.9. H1($,d/D 0fu/o) ia a torsion free r(D,OO) module.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2.9.:

The following exact seqencea will imply 3.2.3.:

(*) 0 -+ d/D0S; -+ O~/D -+ d/Dn~/D -+ 0

(**) .... -+ H
1
($,d /D CJ$)'..:!. Hl($,n~/O) -+ H1 ($,d /D n~/O) -+ H2 ($,d /00S;) -+ ..

The map j: Hl($'~/OCJ$) -+ Hl($,n~/O) in (**) ia given by the formula:

(***) j(wt (2,O)+wt (1,1»=wt (1,1) (See Cor. a. on the same page.)

From (**) we get :

(3.2.9.1) O-+H1($,nfu/D)/j(H1($,d /00g;») -+ H1($,d /D0fu/D) -+ H2 ($,7r*(OD)) -+ ..

It was proved that Hl(g;,n~/O)/j(H1($,dIDOO) and n2($,1I"*(OO)) are free r(O,On)

modules, then (3.2.9.1.) implies lemma (3.2.9.). Q.E.D.

Thc end of thc proof of THEOREM 3.2.:

COR. 3.2.9.a. From Lemma 3.2.9. follows theorem 3.2.

PROOF OF 3.2.9.a.:

We have thc following exact sequences :

(3.2.9.1.) 0 -+ d10n~/D.1. d/OO~/D -+d /0 n~/OIxo -+0

O-+Ho($,d/Dn~/O)-1HO($,d10°9;/0)-+ HO(Xo,dnko)-+Hl($,d /009;/0)-1H
1
($,d /009;/D

In the long exact sequence (3.2.3.1.1.) the map
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is given by multiplication by t. Recall that H1(S;,d /D0fu/D) is a torion free finitely generated

r(D,OD) module and r(D,On)cCntll. Hence the map

H
1

(G;,d/DO~/n).1Hl(G;,d/Dn~/D

ia injective. The exact aequence

O-+Ho($,d/Dn~/D)~HO(S;,d/Dn~/D)-+HO(Xo,dn5eo)-+O,

the fact that dimCHO(Xo,dOko)=l and the structure Theorem of finetely generated modules

and LEMMA 3.2.6. implies that ~he HO($,d/Dn~/D) is a free f(D,OD) module of rank Olle.

Let w$/D(2,O) be the generator of HO(S;,d/Dn~/D) such that Wg;/D(2,O)lx
o

is a non-zero

holomorphic form on Xo . The restriction of

WS;/D(2,O)I
Xt

= w t (2,O) where Xt =1r- 1(t)

will be a Don-zero closed holomorphic two-form. This followa from the definition of thc sheaf

d/Dn~/D. Hence each Xt will be a holomorphic symplectic manifold, after possibly shrinking

tbe diak D. Continuity arguments yield that the form wt(2,O):= wS;/D(2,O)I
Xt

ia a non

degenerate one on Xt . Hence 3.2.3.a. ia proved and Theorem 3.2. is proved. Q.E.D.
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#4. THE PERIOD MAP FOR HOLOMORPHlC SYMPLECTlC MANlFOLDS.

Let 7t':$~U be the family of sympleetic manifolds constructed in #3. Remember that

dimc U=b:l-2=dimcHJ(X,01) and U is a non-singular complex manifold. Since 11":$- U in the

catagory of COO manifolds is diffeomorphic to the trivial familY1r: UxX- U, hence if we fix a

basis (61,... ,6b ) of H 2 (X,Z), then (6 t ,. •• ,6b ) will be a basis of H:l(Xt,Z) for all t EU. From
2 2

now C?n let us fix the basis

Definition 4.1. The period map p:U -P(H 2 (X,Z)@C) is defined aa folIows:

p(t):=( ..... ,J wt (2,O), ... )

6.
t

where wt(2,O) is the only holomorphic two form defined up to a constant on Xt =1r- 1(t) and

d(wt(2,O))=O.

Let dimCX=2n, J (w t (2,O)n AWt(O,2)ll)=1 and wX(2,O)=wo(2,O).

Xt

Definition 4.2.

For every aEH:l(X,C) define

q(a):=~J (wo(2,O) Awo(O,2))n-l AO' 2+
X

+(l-n)(J (wo(2,O)u-l Awo(O,2))ll Aa)(J (wO(2,O)ll Awo (O,2))n-l Aa)

X X
Proposition 4.3.

A) The quadratic form q(a) is a non-degenerate one and is defined over Z taking into account

B) Let 0 be a subvariety in P(H 2 (X,Z)@C) defined by q(O')=O and q(O'+a»O then p:U-O

is an isomorphism on its image and p(U)CO.
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REMARK. 4.3.8. is tbe so called local TORELLI THEOREM for bolomorphic symplcctic

manifolds, wbich says tbat the differential of the period map at each point of U has a maximal

rank equal to dime U.

Proof oe A and B: For the proof of a) and b) see [02].

Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.3.1.

The claases of cohomologies [w] of the forms that are eonstructed in THEOREM 1. form an

open and eonvex cone in n1
•
1 (X,R)CH 2 (X,R), where n1

,1(X,R):={a11 [w] EH 2(X,R)j [w]

contains a closed form of type (1,1)}.

Proof: From 2.1. follows tbat dimRHl.l(X,R)=b2-2. Let 81 , ... ,6
b2

- 2 be a basis of H1
•
1 (X,R),

then if N is a positive sufficiently large real number and (1""'€b
2

-2 are suffieiently sma11 rael

positive numbers, then "the compactness of X implies that

aod the form

will fulfi11 the properties stated in THEOREM 1. Thus 4.3.1. fo11ows.

Q.E.D.

From 4.3.1. it fo11ows that we can cboose a basis of I{2(X,R) in the following way: {Re

wo(2,0), Im wo(2,O), 81 , ••• ,8
b2

- 2 } where 8j for a11 i are in the convex cone defined in 4.3.1..

Clearly we have q(Re wo(2,0»>O q(Im wo(2,O»>O. From the way we defined 8i , it follows

that 81 ean be realized by a form w that fulfills the eonditions of THEOREM 1., then

q(w)=~J(wo(2,O)I\ W o(O,2»n-1I\w2=

X

~J (wo(2,0)l\ wo(O,2))n -11\8a1
,0 1\8aO,1+

X
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~J (wo (2,O)"wo(O,2))n-l "wl,l "WI,l

X

Clearly q(w»O, where q(Oj)=q(w). This proves that q is a non-degenerate form. In {02] it was

proved that q is defined over Z up to a constant.

Q.E.D.

Definition 4.4. K(X):={WEHI,I(X,R)1 Jwk >0, where C k ia any k-dimensional complex

Ck

analytic subspace in X}. We will call K(X) the Kähler cone of X.

Remark. Note that from 4.3.1. it follows that if X is a symplectie holomorphic manifold, then

K(X) is an open convex cone in HI,I(X,R).

Proposition 4.5.

Let 11':$- V be the family cODstructed m 3.1.A., where 1r-
1(0)=X, then in V we ean find an

everywhere dense subset VlCV such that a) VI is an open subset in U. b) for each TEU l

11'-1 (T)=X T is a Kähler manifold.

Proof: From local Torelli Theorem it follows that we can suppose that V cOcp(H2(X,Z)0C),

where dimCO=b2 -2 and dimcV =b2-2 and thus U is an open subset in O.

DEFINITION.

i) Let QcP(H 2 (X,R) be the open set defined by q(u»O for uEO and u:;t:O ..

ii) Let 2CH 2 (X,R) be the set defined as {the union of aH lines in H\X,R) that corresponds

to points inO}.

iii) Let W:d~fbe the union of aB K(XT ) for TEV.
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LEMMA 4.5.1. W is an open subset in H 2 (X,R).

PROOF OF 4.5.1.:

Note that 51 is an open subset in H2 (X,R). Let rEU, X r =1r-1
( r) be a holomorphic symplectic

manifold in the KURANISHI family 1r:$.-U. Let wr EU 1,1(Xr ,R), where

H1,l(Xr ,R):={[W]EH 2(Xr ,R)[[w] contains a dose form of type (1,1)}

and Wr be cohomologieal to Harvey-Lawson form on X r , i.e Wr is cohomological to

wr=8a1,o(r)+w1,1(r)+8a1,o(r) where w1,l(r) is positive definite at each point of X T . From

LEMMA 2.2. we know tbat WT exists for each rED, represents a non-zero dass in JI1,1(XT,R)

and belongs to K(XT ), hence q([wr],[wr]»0. This implies that Wr ES!. Let [wv] be in the open

subset 2CH2 (X,R) and 8ufficiently dose to [WT]. The loea.l TORELLI THEOREM implies

that UCP(H2(X,C». Let U[wvf={tED I q(t,[wv])=O. From the loeal TORELLI THEOREM

it follows that that for eaeh tED[wv] [wv]EH1'\Xt,R). (For more details see [02].) Continuity

argument yields that if tED[wv] is suficiently dose to r then [wv]EK(Xt ). Sinee 2. is an open

subset in H2(X,R) and the above a.rguments imply that W is an open subset in H2(X,R).

Q.E.D.

Let W(Q) d~f WnH 2(X,Q). H2(X,Q) is an everywhere dense subset in H2(X,R). It implies

W(Q) is an everywhere dense aubset in W.

From the definition of \V(Q) it follows that if IEW(Q), hence there exista TED such that

IEK(Xr ). Thus X T ia a symplectie holomorphic manifold such that IEH 1,1(X,R)nH 2 (X,Z) and

for every complex analytic subspace C k CXT we have

f Ik>O

Ck

Hence by a THEOREM 5.1. {rom the next section X r ia an algebraic manifold. , The points

TEU for which W(Q)nK(X r ):;i:0 is an everywhere dense subset in U since W(Q) ia an
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everywhere dense subset in W. Let us dcnote this subset by U". Thus every point T of U"

corresponds to a projective holomorphic symplectic manifold. Proposition 4.5. follows from a

theorem of Kodaira [lla], which says that thc Kählcrian property is an open property.

Q.E.D.
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#5. NAKAI-MOISIIEZON CRITERIUM.

THEOREM 5.1.

Let Xo be a holomorphic symplectic manifold. Ir L be a line bundle such that für any complex

analytic subspace Ck CXo of dimension k

manifüld.

J(Cl (L»k > 0, then Xo is a projective algebraic

Ck

PROOF: The proof is based on the following LEMMA:

LEMMA 5.1.1.

Let Xo be a holomorphic symplectic manifold and let L be a line bundle on Xo such that

cl(L);fO, then there exists a divisor D such that L=OX
o

(D).

PROOF: Let .Ab
Xo

be the sheaf of meromorphic functions on Xo' We have the following exact

sequences:

(*) 0 --+ 0Xo --+ ..A6Xo --+ GJlXo - °
(**) 0--+ HO(OX

o
) --+ HO( .AbXo ) -lIO(GJl

Xo
)!H1(OX

o
) --+ H 1( .Ab

Xo
) -1 H l(GJl

Xo
) --+ ..

where ~Xo is the sheaf of divisors on Xo aod hence HO(GJl
Xo

) are all divisors on Xo, i.e

6(D)=öX
o

(D)EH 1 (OX
o

)'

Proposition 1. The map i:Hl(AXo)_Hl(':n~o)is an inclusion.

PROOF:

Step 1.

There exists a family of holomorphic 8ymple~tic manifolds 7T:$D-D such that HI(0g, )=0.
D

PROOF of Step 1:

Recall t hat the base of the Ku ranishi family {7T: 9,; --+ U, 7T-1 (0)=Xo } const ru eted iTI 3 .1.A.

ean be viewed as a submanifold UCP(H 2 (X,Z)@C) and U is contained in an open set 0 of a

quadrie in P(H 2 (X,Z)C5lC) defined over Z. We 8uppose that oEO.

A plane p2 CP(H\X,Z)0C) can be chosen Buch that p2 intresects n transversally at ° aod
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p2 is not contained in any hyperplane HL , for any L EH 2 (X,Q), where

Let D be a disk, sucb tbat DCp2 n n and DED. From tbe definition of the quadratic form q,

that defines n (See #4.) it follows

Condition H2(Xr,Z)nHl.l(Xr,R):;i:0 for rED and 1r-
1(r)=Xr is equivalent to rEH L , where

LEH2(Xr,Z)nHl.l(Xr,R). The proof is straightforward. See [02].

From the definition of p2 and that of D we get that the set of points rED such that

2 1,1' .
H (Xr,Z)nH (Xr ,R)=0

is a non-empty set which is everywhere dense set in D. Let us denote this set bu GJI.

Suppose that H1($D'OS; )#0, where $D~D is the restriction of $~U over D. Let
D

a(L):pO and a(L)EH 1($D,Offi )
D

We know that a(L) corresponds to aHne bundle L on Sn' We will prove that cl(L):;i:O in

H 2($n'Z), where cl(L) is the first Chern class of L. We have the following exact sequences:

exp *
O~Z~O$ ~ 0$ -+1

D n
....~Hl(O$ )-+H1(09ö )!H2($D'Z)~ ..

D D

We have proved that H1(On)=O. (See #3.) Since 6(a(L))=cl(L)(Sce [05].) Thus we get

that cl(L):;i:O since a) 6 is an inclusion, b) a(L):;i:O a(L)EH 1($D'0S; ) and c)
D

Since $n is a strong retract of Xr it follows that for each rED H2($D,Z)=H2 (Xr ,Z).

From this fact and since L is a non-trivial Hne bundle on $n we get that the ehern dass of

L r on X r is :;t0. Hence on each X r for rED .Lr=L
1Xr

is a non-trivial line bundle. Hence we

get a non-zero element cl(Lr )EH2(Xr,Z)nH1.1(Xr,R) for each rED. On the other hand we

know that on a dense Bubset GJlCD we have
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(5.2.1.)

H2(Xr ,Z)nH 1,1(Xr ,R)=0

for rEGJ. We get a contradiction. Hence H1(O$ )=0.
D

Q.E.D.

Step 2.

The map i:H1(Xo,OXo) H1(XolAXo) induced from the exact sequence

(*) O OX
o

....... A Xo ....... OJlXo ....... 0

is such that i(~)=l for ~very ~EH1(XOlOXo).

Proof of Step 2:

DEFINITION.

Let 9J. be an open subset in $D' defi~e ..Ab~D('U):={all meromorphic funetians f;fO on CU]

(f)o;frunXo and (f)co;frunxo }. We denote the zero set of f by (Do and (f)co=(r)o. Let

..Ab~ be the sheaf obtain from the presheaf A~ (9J.).
D D

REMARK. Let CU be an open subset in SD and let (t,(1, ... ,(2") be local coordinates in CU,

then if fru (t,(1,... ,(2") E.Ab~ (cu.) it ca be expressed as:
D

00 ••

f ru (t,(l ,...,(2n)=~~«1,... ,(2")+L: t 1~~«1,... ,(2")
i=l

where ~~«1,... ,(2") are meromorphic functions.

Hence the sheaf Afu corresponding to the preshcaf.Abfu (CU) is a subsheaf of the sheaf
D D

of the meromorphic functions on SD' We have the following exaet sequence:

0-0$ .......A~ -~~ ....... 0
D D D

Since H1 (OS; )=0 the following inclusion is obtained:
D

O.......Hl(A~ ) ....... H1(GJk )_
D D

Proposition 2.

The restrietion map r:Hl(SD,A~D)-Hl(Xo,.AbXo)'induced from the restrietion of the sheaf

.Ab§; on Xo, Le.
D
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00 ..

where r(q,~«(1, ... ,(2")+L::t1q,9.L «1 ,... ,(2n))=4>~«1 ,... ,(2n)l cunx is a map onto.
i=1 0

Proof: We have the following exact sequence of sheaves:

l-+A~ (l)--+..Ab~ --+J1bX --+1
~D ~D 0

where ..AbfuD (1 )(OU ):={fCU «1,... ,(2n ,t) E..AbfuD I fCU ICU n X
o

=1}.

REMARK.

It is easy to prove t hat if fCU E..Abfu (1)( CU), t hen
D

co ..
f CU =1+Et1fCU «1 ,... ,(2n))

1=1

where ~CU«(1 ,... ,(2n) are meromorphic functions depending only on {(I ,... ,(2"), Le. for each i

~CU is such that (~CU)o#:91nXo and (~CU)co#:cunxo'

We have the long exact sequence:

(5.2.2.1.)

If we prove that the map

H2(..Ab~ (I))! HI(..Ab~ )
D . D

has kernal equal to 1, then

H1(J1b1 )--+H1(A )
$n X o

is surjective. Thus we need to prove the following sublemma:
I

Sublemma 2.1. The map

i*:H2(A~ (1))-+H2(A~ )
D D

has no kernal, i.e. ker i*=1.

Proof: Suppose that q,EH2(..Ab~ (1)), then from the definition of Cheh's cohomology, it
_ D

follows that
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and

{( 64>)ijkl}={iJljk iJjkl q)kll4J1ü =1}, where

00 I I
4>ük=l+Et q)ljk

i=l

Suppose that i* 4>=1, hence

(5.2.2.2.1) {iJ·. k}={4>"iJ· k 4Jk,}, where
IJ IJ J 1

00 J1JJ 14J ..=4J~+~t 4J .. Er(U.nU·,.Ab rr land
lJ IJ L.J IJ 1 J ;0.0 D

J1=1

From (5.2.2.2.1) we get that

(5.2.2.2.2)

Let

Clearly {4J~}Enr(U,nU.,..Abl. (1)). Since
IJ i<.i I J ;0D

{tP~tP~k4Jk1. }={4J.. (4J~r1tP'k( ljJ?k )-1 tPk' (tjPk·r1}={(4J··iJ'ktPk· )( q)~<p?k<p°k'=1)-1 }={cP"k}IJ J 1 IJ IJ J J I I IJ J I IJ J 1 IJ

Hence {iJ"k}EIIr(Uinu.,Afu (1)) is a coboundary. From here we get that keri*=l. Q.E.D.
lJ l<j J D

Proposition 2. follows from (5.2.2.1.). Q.E.D.

End of tbc proof of Stcp 2.

Let {CU?} be a covering of Xo. Since $n aB C OO manifold is diffeomorphic to XoxD, then

{CU. =CU~xD} is a covering of $D' We may suppose that CU. are polycilindera. If CU. ia aStein
1 I 1 I
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manifold then Iik(CUi'..AbCUJ=l for k>O. Sinee Cheh's eohomologies with respect to the usual
1

topology are isomorphie to the Cheh 's cohomologies with respect to the Zariski topology (See

[07]) hence

k 1 [ )_Sublemma 2.2. H (CU. ,Acr 01 -1 for k>O.
1 ;QDUi

Proof:

If {W.} is a covering of CU. by Zariski open sets, then if {tP· ., .} is k-eoeyle, i.e.
J 1 1011,12l··,lk

{4J. .. .} E TI r(w. n .. n'W. ,A~ [at)
1o,ll,12l··,lk. . 10 Ik;cD -ui

10<··<lk

From the definition of a Zariski open set it follows that we can consider tP· .. . as a
10,1 1 ,12,··,lk

seetion of r(w. n..nW.. nW. ,Al. 101)' where intersection with W. is missing. This holds
10 Ij Ik ;on -ui Ij

since tP· .• . is a meromorphic function. We ean define from the k-cocyde {tP. .. .},
10,11 ,1 2 ,··,lk 10 ,11,12'" ,lk

k-l-cocyde in the following way: Let Ik =(i0""1 k ) be a (k+l) multiindex and let Ik_1 be a k

1 multiindex. Ir Ik=( 'Y,lk_1), then

{Ulk }={TI tP('Y I )}
-1 l' ' k-1

Then from 6{4J. .. . }=1 it follows that 8{UI~ }={4J. .. .}. (See [07].). Q. E.D.
1o,11,12,··,lk -1 10,11,12,··,lk

j

Remark.

From Sublemma 2.2. and alTheorem of Leray, it~follows that Hk(SO'.A\,~o) are defined from

a Cheh's complex, arizing from a finite coverin1 of So by {'Ui}. The last statemnt is true

since Xo is compact.

exact sequence

is such that i( tP)=1 for every 4J EH 1 (Xo ,0X
o

)'

Let {4J~}EHl(Xo,()X* ), where
IJ 0
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{<pr}ellr(cuin'll.,Ox )cllr(cuincu·,G]x )
J i<j J 0 i<j J 0

Le. we may consider {<p~}eHl(xo,G]x).Since the map
JJ 0

H1($D'G]§;D) ---+ H1(xo ,ClJlXo ) ---+ 0

ia Burjective an element {<p..}eHl($D,G]~ ) can be found such that
lJ ~D

{<p.. }Ell(cu.n'll..,..Ab~ ) 6({<p.. }=1
lJ l<.j 1 J woD IJ

and

{<p ..}lx ={ <p~}
IJ 0 IJ

Here we can think of {<pij} as an element of .ll. (U i nuj' ..AbXo ) since
I<J

From the defintioD of G]§; it followB that for each (iJ,)
D 00
-0 L }J }J<p .. =<p ..+ t <p .. , where

IJ IJ IJ
1J=1

~~=<p~(e ,.... ,e2n ), <p~=<p~(e,.... ,~2n). Since <p··lx =~~:qx we may Buppose that
IJ IJ IJ IJ IJ 0 IJ 0

<p··lx =~~IJ 0 IJ

Notice that ~ij~fk~ki=1 and hence {~ij} is a cocycle. Since {~ij} are only finite numbers,

~~Ix =<p~
IJ 0 IJ

and all <p~ has no zeroes and no poles in CU? neu? we may suppose that ~~ has no zeroes and
lJ 1 J lJ

DO poles in (CU?xD)n(CU?xD)=CU. ncu .. The indusion H1(..A61 )CH1(G]1 ) and the
1 J 1 J $D $D

definition of Gl§; :=A§; /0$ imply that
D D D

{-O} . 1 1 )<p.. =1 lD H (..AbO'" .
IJ ;QD

Thus {~~} is 1 in H1(0JIl. ) which means that {~~}Ix ={<p~} is 1 in H1 (..A1,X ). and Stcp 2.
IJ ~D IJ 0 IJ 0

is cstablishcd

Q.E.D.
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From Step 2 it follows that the coboundary map

6:HO(Xo'~Xo)-Hl(XO'OXO)

is a map onto. Hence if L is a line bundle on Xo , then L=0x.a(Y), where Y is a divisor on Xo .

This is true, since LEH 1(XO'OX
o

) and hence L=6(Y), YEHO(Xo,~Xo).

Q.E.D.

End of the proof of the THEOREM 5.1.

The proof ia standart and ia based on the following induction hypothesis:

Let Y be a eompaet analytie manifold sueh that dime Y <dirneX and L=Oy(D') where D' JS a

divosor on Y. Suppose that for any analytie submanifold C k of dim=k we have:

Jc1(L)k>O

Ck

then Y is a projeetive manifold and Ln is defining a holomorphie birational map Y _pu. Let Xo

satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem, Le. Xo is a holomorphic symplectic manifold and let

L be a holomorphic line bundle on Xo such that for any analytic submanifold Ck CXo of

dime=k we have:

From LEMMA 5.1.1. it followB that L=OX
o

(D'), where D' is a divisor on Xo . Let Xb be

obtained from Xo by biowing up one point on X O. Notice that if we prove our THEOREM for

Xb it will also hold for Xo .

We can consider on the blown up manifold X~ the exceptional divisor ep2u-l=y aud the

line bundle L(D) on Xb, where D=ND'-y, N EZ+ and N big enouph .. Clearly L on Xh fulfills

the hypothesis of the Theorem and Y fulfills the induction huposcsis, Le. for some big N,

LN Iy gives a holomorphic map: y _pN
1

which is birational. Thus
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The exact sequence:

(****) 0--+ HO(L N (_V»~ --+ HO( L N )--+ HO(LN Iy ) --+ H1
( LN (_V»~ --+ H1(LN)--+O

yields that dimCHl(LN (-Y»:::dimCH1(LN)

The exact sequence:

O--+LN(_Y)--+LN --+LN Iy--+O

Hirzebruch-Riemann- Roch THEOREM and the fact t hat dirn CHI (LN(-Y» :::di mC H1( LN) we

conclude that:

dimCHO(LN )-dimCHO(LN (-Y)):::X(LN)_ X(L N (-y))=x(L N Iy )=

aNdimX-l_ ...

effective. From the exact sequences, where M ia big enouph positive integer:

0-+ L M.l-+1.M --+1.MI D'--+O

O--+Ho(L M-l)--+HO(LM )--+Ho(LM I
D

,)--+H 1 (LM-l)-+H1(LM )--+H1(L M I
D

,)-+ ..

By the induction hypothesis it foP"ws that ni(LMID,)=O hence

dimCHl(L;' l:5dimCHl(LM-1):5 ... :5dimCHl(L)

and

dimCHI(L1)=dimCHi(LM+l) for i:::2

From Hirzebruch-RiemljrlD-Roch THEOREM (See [12]) and the facts that

a) Jcl(L)n >0 where 2n=dimCX"and b) dimCHI(X,LM ):<:;b j , where b j EZ+ we get that

X

. ° M dimCX=2n
dimCH {X,L )=aM +...

where aEZ+. This equality shows tbat X is a Moishezon space. Now our THEOREM follows

from Moishezon-Nakai THEOREM. (See [13J.).
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REMARK. Carn bining the results of #5 & #4 we get that in the Kuranishi family 9j ---+ U,

more precisely in U, there is an open and everywhere dense subset U' such that the points of

U' corresponds to Kähler holomorphic symplectic manifolds.
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#6. REVIEW OF THE ISOMETRIC DEFORMATIONS .

Definition 6.1.

A Kähler metric (gaß) on a holomorphic symplectic manifold X will be called a CALABI

Y AU metric if

Ricci(go:ß )=8810g(det(gaß) )=0

Thc existence of a CALABI-YAU metric follows from the deep work of YAU. (See [19].)

The CALAB1-YAU met ric (gaß) induces a covariant differenciation V on /\ 2T*X 0 C. (See

[02].)

LEMMA 6.2.

RewX (2,0),ImwX (2,0) and Im(gaß) are parallel sections of feX, /\ 2T *X) with respect to

V.

Proof: See [02]. This is the so called BOCHNER principle.

Q.E.D.

and

Suppose that * is the RODar star operator with respeet to the CALABI-Y AU mctrie

1

I

!

fRewX (2,O)Ä*ReWx (2,O)Ff ImwX (2,O)A* ImwX(2,O)=fIm(g"ß)Ä*Im(g"ß)=l

X I X X

RewX(2,0),ImwX(2,0) and Im(gaß) define a three dimensional subspace EX(L) in

f(X,/\ 2T *X) and since RewX (2,0),ImwX (2,0) and Im(gaß) are harmonie forms with respect

to the CALABI-YAU metric EXeL) is a three dimensional 8ubspace in H2 (X,R). It is easy to

see that qIEX (L) is positive definite. (See [16].)
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Let ')'=aRewX(2,0)+blmwX(2,0)+cIm(gaß)' where a,b and cER and a2 +b
2

+c2=1. Since

')' E EX (L), then V')'=0. Locally ')' can be wri t ten in the following way:

')'=E')'JJO'dx
JJ I\dx O'

Ir EgvJJdxv ®dxJJ is the Riemannian Ried flat metric on X defined by the CALABI-YAU

metric (ga/3) on X, then

J( ')')=(J( ')')13) d~t (L:gO'v')'vß)Er(X,T*0T)
v

LEMMA 6.3.

a) J( ')') defines a new integrable complex structure on X.

b) ')' is an imaginary part of a CALABI-YAU metric with respect to the complex structure

J(')'). The CALABI-YAU metries defined by ')' and J(')') are equivelent to the CALADI-YAU

metric Saß' that we Btarted with.

c) Suppose that (X;61 .....62nl is ~ marked Hypcr-:ählerian ~anifold ~nd suppose that

P(X;61,...,tnl=XOEQCP(H (X,C)) (p l' the perlod map)

then there is a one to one map via p between the complex structures J( ')') on X, where

')'=aRewX (2,O)+bIm'lX(2,0)+cIm(gaj3)' a,b and CElR, a2+b2+c2=1

and the points of the non-singular quadric

P(EX (L) 0C) nf2=pk (L)

Proof: See [16] or [17].

Q.E.D.
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Remark.

Notice t hat J(Imgaß) is t he origi TI al com plex structure on X, Lemma 6.3 .c. yields t hat

xoEPkCL).
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#7. CONSTRUCTION OF A SPECIAL FAMILY OF KÄHLER MANIFOLDS..

Definition 7.1.

Nd~fU{ECH 1(X,R)1 E is spanned by RewX (2,0), 1mwX (2,0) and l/J, where l/JEK(X)}. K(X) is

defined in 6.4 .. N ia a subset in H2 (X,R). Suppose that K(X) is spanned by all wE f(X,/\ 2T*X),

where w were constructed in THEOREM 1..

Nasa subset in H 2 (X,R) JS diffeomorphic to EXxI«X), where

EX :={RewX (2,0),ImwX(2,0)}cn 2(X,R) therefore N is an open subset in H2(X,R).(See [16].)

Remark 7.2.a.

In #4.2. we introduce a quadratic form q over Z. This quadratic form has a signature

(3,b 2 -3). This was proved by Beauville. (See [02].) Let< , > be the scalar product defined by

q on H 1 (X,R).

Remark 7.2.b.

From the definition of N it follows that N is the union of three dimensional subspaces

ECH 2 (X,R) which have the following properties:

1) < , > on E is positive definite.

2) E contains EX' where EX is spanned by {RewX(2,0), ImwX(2,Q)}

In [16] the following PROPOSITION was proved:

PROPOSITION 7.3.

There is a one to one map between the points of n and all oriented two planes in

H1(X,R) on which < , > ia positive.
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PROPOSITION 7.4.

Let 7\":$- U be the Kuranishi family constructed in #3. and let 7\"-l(o)=X, then there

exists a dise D C U such that oE D Le $b -+ D be the family of Kähler holomorphic symplcctie

manifolda such that over an open aod everywhere dense subset GJC D the restriction $GJ ----+ GJ of

71":$ - U over GJ ia isomorphie to the restriction of $b- D over GJ.

Proof: Let N(Q):=U{ECNI EnH 2(X,Q);l:0}. Since N is an open subaet in H2(X,R), it follows

that N(Q) is an everywhere dense subset in N. By the eontinuity argument we ean ehoose

LEN(Q) such that

a) L=aRewX(2,0)+bImwX (2,0)+cw with L1,1 is positive definite. Reeall that w is a form such

that w1r1 ia positive definite.

b) If Et is the orthogonal complement to L in the subspace E spanned by L, RewX (2,0) and

ImwX (2,0) in H2 (X,R), then via the period map Et corresponds to a point t EU, where 7T:$ -+ U

ia the Kuranishi space constructed in #3., Le. E t is spanned by Rewt (2,O) and Imwt (2,O),

where wt (2,0) ia the holomorphic closed two form on Xt =1r- 1(t).

From 2.2., 2.2.3. aod Moishezon-Nakai eriterium it follows that X t ia an algebraie

manifold, hence tEU'CU defined in 4.5.. Let (gap(t» be the CALABI-YAU metrie on X t
which corresponds to L. Now we ean define the isometrie deformation $(L)_S2 of Xt with

respect to gaß(t), therefore thia family is mapped by the period map p onto p(E@C)nll,

according to #6.3.. Notice that p(E@C)nll ia a projeetive non-singular plane curve of degree

two, contained in 11. (See [16].) On the other hand from the definition of E, Le. EcE(Q) aod

# 7.2. it follows that

Un(p(E@C)nn)=D

ia an open disko Since EX:={RewX(2,O), ImwX(2,0)}CE(L) it follows that

p(X,c 1 , •••• ,cb )=oED=Un(p(E0C)nn)
2

In [02] it was proved that for Kähler holomorphie sympleetie manifolds there is an everywhere

dense subset in n such that eaeh point of this everywhere dense subset eorresponds to
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algebraic holomorphic symplectic manifolds This subset is of the form, some union HLnO,

where HL:={uEOI <u,L>=O} and L are vectora in H2 (X,Q). Since HL np(E®C)nO;i:0 we get

in D an everywhere dense aubaet of algebraie holomorphic aymplectic manifolda, hence from

here we get tbat OJ=U'nD (U' is defined in # 6 and every point of U' eorresponds to a

HYPER-KÄHLERIAN MANIFOLD) ia an open and everywhere dense subset in D.

Over D=Un(~(E0C) nO) there are two families. The first one is the restriction of

11":$-+ U and the seeond family $b-+D is obtained by the isometrie deformations. From loeal

TORELLI THEOREM it follows that both these families are isomorphie over ~.

Q.E.D.

Cor. 7.4.1.

There exists a biholomorphic mapping

$~-+$~

f:! !
~ -+~

such that f induces tbe identity on H2 (X,Z).

Proof: The existence of f was established in Proposition 7.4. since f is an isomorphism of

marked Holomorphie symplectie manifodls it follows that f induces identity on ß 2 (X,Z).

Q.E.D.

Next we will prove, using a THEOREM of BISTIOP and the existence of KÄHLER

EINSTEIN-CALABI-YAU metrie that f can be extended to an isomorphism over D. This will

imply that X is a Kählerian manifold. The idea of using BISHOP'S THEOREM in extending

isomorphisffis belongs to DELIGNE as it is pointed out in the paper of D. BURNS and M.

RAPOPORT. See [20].
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#8 APPLICATION OF BISIlOP'S CRITERIVM.

LEMMA 8.1. ( Burns and Rapoport, Siu)

Let 11":$--+ V and 11"':$'--+ V be two holomorphic families of symplectic manifolds with a complex

manifold aB a parameter space so that both are diffeomorphically identified with a trivial

family XxV --+ U. Let X s=1T-1(s) and X;=1T,-l(s) for sE U. Let So be a point of U and let A be

a subset of U such that So is an accumulation point of A. Assurne the following two conditions.

i) XSo is Kähler. ii) For sEA the two symplectic holomorphie manifolds Xs and X~ are

biholomorphic under a map fa which induces r=id on H2(X,C).

THEN Xs and X~ are bihoJomophic. (See [15].)

Proof: First we will prove that Xs and X; bimeromürphic.

From THEOREM 1. we know that there exista areal d elose 2-forrn w on the underlying

differentiable structure X such that (l,l)-component wI,l of w with respect to the complex

structure of X~o is positive definite at every point of X~o' By continuity arguments there

exists an open neighborhood W of So in U such that for sEW the (1,1) component wl,l(s) of

wes) with respect to the complex structure of X~ is positive definite at every point of X~.

Since XSo is assumed Kähler, (after shrinking W if necessary) we have for every sE\V a

Kähler form O(s) which depends smoothly on s. Let 7] be a tositive definite (l,l)-forrn on W.

The collection of (1,1) forms wl,l(s) on X~, O(s) and 7], define a Hermitian rnetric H on

$xW$'. Then the pullback of H to the Bubmanifold XsxX~ of $x\V$' ia equal to

8(s)+wl ,l(s)

where -für notational complicity we use O(s)+wl,\s) to denote their pullbacks under the

projections from XsxX; to Xs and X~ respectively. I \

For sEWnA let rscxsxx~ be the graph of the holomorphic map fs:Xs--+X;. We want to

compute the volume of r s with respect to H on $xW$' and show that it is bounded as 8

approaches 80 hence that we can apply BISHOP'S THEOREM to conelude the convergence of

the subvariety r s in $xW$' aB s approaches so'

PROPOSITION 8.1.1. vol(rs)<C for every sEA.

Proof: It is easy to see that:

vol(rs)=J(ftwl ,l(s)+0(s»2n

Let cP(s)=J(C;=w(s)+0(s»2n. ~all that r;w(s)+O(s) is a elass of cohomology

Xs
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and T=id on H2 (X,C). We will prove that the following inequalities hold:

vol(rs ) <<<p(s)=J(r;'w1,1(s)+8(s))2n <C

Xs

First we will show that «p(s)<C. Indeed

4J(s)=J(r[w(s)]+[B(s)])2n

Xs

From here it follows that

4J(s)<C

Hence we need to prove that

vol(rs) <qS(s)

A: 2 0 l.l() 0 2Proofof(+c): Let ISW(S)=w '(s)+w S +w· (s),then

(8.1.1.1.) 20 1 1 0 2 2n(w · (s)+w ' (s)+w · (s)+8(s)) =

(W 1 ,l(S)+8(s))2ß, where ckEZ+, Le. ck>O

Notice that *(w2'O(s))k=«w2.O(s))k A(w 1 ,l(s)+B(s))2n-k , where * is lIodge star

operator with respect to the Hermitian mctric H, where ImH=w1 ,l(s)+8(s) on XsxX~. By

integrating (8.1.1.1.) we get

(8.1.1.1.) 4>(s)=ll(w
2

,o(s))ll 11
2+LCk II(w

2
.
o

(s ))k 11
2+vol(fs)

Therfore from (8.1.1.1.) we get that vol(rs)$qS(s)<C

Q.E.D.

For a subvariety Z of pure codimension in a complex manifold X, we denote by [Z] the

current X defined by Z. Now we invoke BISHOP'S THEOREM (Sec [03]) to conclude that for

some subsequence {sv}CA converging to So the current [fsv] over g;xwg;' converges weakly

to a current on $xW$' of the form
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it follows that 2n-eurrent

where m· is positive integer and ri
IS an irreducible subvariety of complex dimension 2n on

I

XBOXX~O'

For any dosed 4n-current 8 on XsoxX~o' define a linear map:

8*:H*(Xs,C)-+H*(X~,C)

of cohomology rings as folIows: a cohomology dass defined by a dosed p-form Q' on Xs is

mapped by 8* to tbe cohomology dass defined by the p-current

(prJ)*(81\(prl)*a) on X;

where prl and prJ are, respectively the projections of XsoxX~o onto the first and the second

factors, aod prl * and pr2* are the corresponding pu~hforward and pullback maps. By reversing

the rules of Xso and X~o' we define analogously a linear map

O*:H*(X~,C) -+ H*(Xs,C)

The map [fs]* defined by the 4n-current [fs] in XSoxX;o clearly agrees with the map

defined by f* from H*(Xs,C) to H*(X;,C). Since fs defines an isomorphism of H2 (X,C) equal

to id, by passing to the limit along the subsequence {sn} we conclude that

is just the identity on I\H 2 (X,C).

Let

wo(2n,0):= 1\ 2o(wo(2,0»

be the non-zero holomorphic 2n form, which has no zeroes on XSo ' Since

k .(L mi[rl])*is an isomorphism of I\H 2(X,C)
i=l

k .
(pr2)*(L mi [fl] 1\ (pr1 )* wo(2n ,0))

i=l

on X;o (which is automatieally a holomorphic 2n-forrn on XSo ) ean not be zero. Hence there

must be some pi which is projected both onto XSo and X~o' There can be only one such rJ
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and moreover mj=l and both projection maps are onto XSo and X;o and are of degree one,

beeause both

must leave fixed the class in HO(X,C) whieh is defined by the function on X with constant

values. From here we deduce that XSo and X~o are bimeromorphieally equivelent. Ta finish

the proof of LEMMA 8.1. we need the following PROPOSITION:

PROPOSITION 8.1.2.

Let X So be a holomorphic symplectie strueture and X~o be a HYPER-KÄHLERIAN structure

on a C OO manifold X. Let rcxsoxx~o be a complex analytic subspace such that a)

dimCr=dimCXso' b) The projection maps prl:f~Xso and pr:l:r~x~o are holomorphie maps

of degree 1 and e) (f)* and (r)* induee the identity map on AH 2 (X,C) then r induces a

biholomorphic map between X So and X~o.

Proof of PROPOSITION 8.1.2.: The proof is based on the following Proposition:

PROPOSITION 8.1.2.1.

-r+'(Im(gaß)) is a giobally defined Coo-form of type (1,1) on XSo and it is a nondegenerate at

each point XEXso ' I
Proof:

Rememmber that f was a bimeromorphic map therefore we ean find U=Xso \..A. and

U'=Xso \..A.' such that f:U ~U' is an isomorphism. .A ,nd .A' are eomplex analytie subspaces in

X So and XSo of complex codimension ~ 2. Hence f*(w'(l,l)) is weIl defined form on U, where

w'(l,l) is the imaginary part of the CALABI-YAU metric with respect to which we are

making the isometrie deformations. From the definition of isometrie deformations it follows that

we ean find AESO(3) such that A will define a new eomplex structure on XSo ' which we will

denote by X~~, with the following properties:

a) RewX ' (2,0) ia a form of type (1,1) on X~~
So
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b) w,A(2,0)=ImwX ' (2,0)+iIm(g -ß) is a holomorphie two form on X~~.
So a

Clearly the pullback of the iotegrable complex structure rA that defines X~~ via f defines an

integrable complex structure on U=Xso \..A, where ..A is a complex analytic subspace of

codimC..A.~2.

Sublemma I.

The compiex strueture IA ean be prolonged to an integrable eomplex strueture on XSo '

Proof:

Let (Z 1
, ••• ,z2n) be a complex analytie system of loeal coordinates arou nd a point Zo E.A' C X~~

and defined in a polieylinder W. Let (i=f*(zi) for 1:5i:52n. It is easy to show that (i ean be

prolonged through .A. (See [09]). Indeed let {zn} be a sequense of points such that:

a) lim zn=zoE..A.'
0-00

b) Zn EW\(W\..A.') for each nEl+

Let (n:=r1(zo). Clearly (neU=Xso \.A. We may auppose that:

lim (n=(oE.A
0-00

Since

(i( (n )=zi (zn)

(this follows from tbe defiooitioos of (i and (n)' Therfore we ean define:

(i«o)=zi(zo)

Let {yi} be Iocal complex-analytie coordinates in a "small" plicylillder ~ with respect to

the eompiex structure X So such that (oEGJ. Then clearly (i aa functions of the coordinates

{yi} are eontinuous funetions.

Miniproposition.

(i aB functions of {yi} are real analytic functions of (yl ,.. ,y2ll).

Proof oe the miniproposition:

The PROOF OF THE MINIPROPOSITION CONSISTS OF TWO STEPS:

STEP 1. Let (ga:ß) be a CALABI-YAU METRIC on X, then ga:ß is areal analytic function

with respeet to

{Rez1 ,Imz2
, ••• ,Rez2n ,Imz2ll }

where {Zl ,...z2n} ia any loeal holomorphie coordinate system at any point Xo EX.
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Proof of Srep 1:

J. Kajdan and D. Deturk have proved in [06] that if (~j) is an Einstein metric, then with

respect to the harmonie coordinates it is real analytic, i.e. for each i and j the function gij is a

real analytic with respeet to the harmonie coordinates. Reeall that (X
I

, .... ,X
4n ) are called

harmonie coordinates if with respect to these coordinates rll=o at Xo for all iJ and k. Let me

remind You that rll are the Cristoffe/ symbols for the Levi-Chevita conneetion of gij'

Let (gll'ß) be a CALABI-YAU metrie on X. Sinee (gQ'ß) is a Ried flat Kähler metric it follows

from one of the definitions of Kähler metrie that we ean find loeal holomorphie coordinates

(zl ,... ,z2n) such that r~k=o at zo, i.e.

gll'ß(z,z)=60:
ß

+0(2)

Heuee for any ho/amorphie local coordinates (zl, ... ,z2n) gap are real analytic functions of

(Rezl ,Imz1
, ••• ,Rez2n ,Imz2U ).

Q.E.D.

Step 2.

Let {~i} and {Ti} for 1:5 i:5 2n be eomplex an alytie coordinates for two differen t isomet rie

complex struetures with respeet to 1C~LABI-YAU metrie at point Xo EX, where X. is a

HYPER-KÄHLERIAN manifold. Then el for eaeh i is areal analytie function if ReT I and

ImTi for i=1, .... ,2n.

Proof of Step 2:

From the KADAIRA-SPENCER-K RANISHI DEFORMATION THEORY aod the

Definition of ISOMETRIC DEFORMA IONS it follows that the KADAIRA-SPENCER class

that defines the new eomplex strueture XA , where AESO(3) is just

a 2+b2+e2=1

wx(2,O)Er(X,1\2 sx) (eX is thc holomorphie tangent bundle) and

<wX(2,0),wX (2,0»=1

where < , > is indueed by the natural pairing
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From STEP 1 and (*) it follows that the eoefficients of q,(z,z) are real analytie functions with

respeet

{Rez1 ,Imz 2
, ••• ,Rez2n ,Imz2n }

where {zl, ...z2n} is any loeal holomorphic eoordinate system at any point xoEX.

In [18] it is proved that

a) [q"q,]=O and

b) 4>EH1(X,8X )' Le. 4> is a harmonie Dalhault class with respeet to the CALABI-YAU

METRIC.

c) 7i 4>=~[4>,4>], Le. 4> defines the complex strueture XA .

Let (z1
, ••• ,z2n) be any Ioeal holomorphie coord inatee in some open subset U C X an d let

4>1 = " ?idJ®~U L..J J ßZI

then the solutions of the following equations:

- i i
~=L~8(a
8~ a J 8z

are loeal coordinates in the KURANISHI family.

From (**) and the famous NEWLANDER-NIRENBERG THEOREM it follows that (**) has

real analytie solutions with respeet

{Rez1 ,Imz 2
, ••. ,Rez2n ,Imz2n }

where {zl, ...z2n} is any loeal holomorphie eoordinate system at any point xoEX.

Q.E.D.

The Miniproposition is proved.

Q.E.D.

End of the proof of Sublemma I:

(i are bounded in ~\.A and sinee .A is a eomplex analytie 8paee of eomplex eodim~2 it

follow8 (i are real analytie functions of (yl, .. ,y2ll). This shows that on Xs we ean define a
,0

new complex strueture X~.

Q.E.D.
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Since f*(w,A(2,0))=Imw
X

' (2,0)+iIm(g -ß)) is a holomorphic form on U=Xso \..A, where
So a

the complex codimension of "'(~2. Standart technique implies f*(w,A(2,0)) can be prolonged to

a global holomorphic form on X~.

From tbe DEFINITION of f*(w,A(2,O)), Le. from the fact that

w,A(2,O)=ImwX ' (2,0)+iIm(g -ß)
So a

it followB that r*(Im(gaß)) is a weil defined COO form on XSo of type (1,1). Since

1\2n(Im(g -ß»=wX (2n,0)I\ W X (0,2n)
a So So

it follows that

f'*(1\2n(Im(g -ß»))=f'*(wX (2n,O) AwX (0,2n))=wX ' (2n,O)l\wX ' (0,20)
a So So So 80

And hence f*(Im(gaß)) is a non-degenerate form of type (1,1) on X~o'

Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 8.1.2.1. implies that -r*(Im(ga{i)) defines a Ricci-flat KÄHLER

metric on XSo ' This followss since (gaß) is a KÄHLER metric on XSo\A and f*(Im(gaß» is

a non-degenerate form of type (1,1) on X~o' Now we know that f is a bimormorphic map

which map one KÄHLER metric to another. Then it is astandart fact that f will be a

biholomorphic, map. See [15].

Q.E.D.
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